approach requires only limited independence among the random variables, thereby importing a variety of standard results to the case of limited independence for free. This and related bounds lead to several applications ranging from improved bounds for tail probability distributions to new algorithmic results.
Given random variables X1,X2,. . .,X,, the idea behind the Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds to upper bound the "upper tail" probability PT(X 3 u), where X + Cy='=, xi7 P A EIXl, a = ~(1 + 6) and S > 0, is as follows. For any fixed t > 0, Pr(X > u) = Pr(etx 2 eat) 5 9, by M ar ov's inequality. Computing an k upper bound u(t) on E[etx] and minimizing 3 over t > 0 gives an upper bound for PT(X 2 u).
An important situation in computation is the one in which Xi E (0, l}, i = 1,2,. . ., n. For this case, we construct a class of functions of X that is as easy to analyze, and which includes the class {etx : t > 0) and do the above minimization over this class. In the process, we discover that Xi, X2,. . .,X, need only be h(n, p, &)-wise independent for a function h(., ., -) which we define, and it turns out that h(n, ,u, 6) < n for many algorithms; recall that a set V of random variables is k-wise independent if any subset of at most k of these random variables are mutually independent. One reason for the use of the etx function in the classical methods is that E[etx] generates all higher moments of X; using only a constant number of higher moments, for instance, gives weak bounds. However, in the binary case, the first n moments are sufficient to generate all higher moments, which motivates our method. Interestingly, this formulation also can be applied to Xi that take values in the interval [0, 11, though it is not true that the first n moments of X = cy='=, Xi determine all higher ones. For the hypergeometric distribution (sampling without replacement), our method gives a direct mechanism to get slightly better bounds than those implied in [ll] and by Chvbtal [9] . It also yields good upper bounds for the tail probabilities of the sums of random variables with limited independence.
These constructions also provide pointers to further improvement of the independence bounds. For example, we redirect the estimation method somewhat, when at-taining improved tools to analyze the tail of the sum of abilities [24, 33] with the new construction to obtain two k-wise independent random variables. The results sim-results. We get a much faster implementation of the seplify and sharpen some of the analyses done in [29] and quential jobshop scheduling algorithm of Shmoys, Stein [30] . In particular, we derive good upper bounds on & Wein [31] . It is comparable in time complexity to E[ ((Cr==, Xi> -E[& Xi] )k], where Xl, XI, . . . , X, the speedups due to Plotkin, Shmoys & Tardos [23] and are k-wise independent random variables, each of which Stein [34] but importantly, the approximation bound it lies in the interval [0, 11; this leads to better indepen-presents is better than the ones of [23] and [34] . Here, dence bounds than h(n, p, 6) when 6 < 1. We also prove we show that a problem can be derandomized directly, good bounds on the probability of exactly r successes in thereby avoiding the bottleneck step of solving a huge a sequence of k-wise independent Bernoulli trials, which linear program. We also prove an "exact partition" reshows that even with modest independence, probabilisult for set discrepancy, and derive a polynomial-time ties and conditional probabilities are close to the fully algorithm for it. The reader is referred to [28] for the independent case, in situations like hashing.
full version of this paper. The sufficiency of limited independence has many computational applications.
First, it means that any random process whose analysis uses the ChernoffHoeffding bounds can be simulated with a weaker random source than one which outputs unbiased and independent bits. Next, via known constructions of random variables with limited independence (Joffe [12], Carter & Wegman [7] , Mehlhorn & Vishkin [17] , Alon, Babai & Itai [l] , Siegel [32]), we can replace the requirement of full independence by that of limited independence and reduce the amount of randomness needed, without complicating or increasing the complexity of the algorithm. One simple example is that of random sampling: given a universe U and a subset X c U, the problem is to estimate ]X]/]U], such that the absolute error of the output is at most 6 with probability at least 1 -c, for given error parameters b and E. Our constructions imply that if R independent samples are required to yield the desired bounds, then it suffices for these samples to be O(log($))-wise independent: such samples can be generated by O(log($)) random samples from U. Note that the above construction is not optimal with regards to the minimum number of random bits used (see Bellare, Goldreich & Goldwasser [4] for an optimal construction), but is extremely simple. It is also easily parallelizable, while it is not known how to parallelize other schemes for reducing randomness, e.g., random walks on expanders. It has recently come to our attention that via weaker bounds on the Lth moment, essentially the same bounds for the random sampling problem have been obtained by Bellare & Rompel [5] . We believe that there should be more applications yielding reduced randomness "for free". Explicit constructions of oblivious routing algorithms on the butterfly with time-randomness tradeoffs are among the results of Peleg & Upfal [22] ; our "limited independence" result directly matches these bounds on the hypercube and, we believe, should extend to other interconnection 2 The Basic Method, and Applications to Tail  Probabilities We now introduce the method, discuss its implications to the tail probabilities of various distributions, and analyze some related approaches. We also prove probability bounds for exactly r successes in a sequence of Bernoulli trials under limited independence.
As discussed in Section 1, the basic idea of the ChernoffHoeffding (henceforth CH) bounds is as follows. Given n random variables (henceforth "r.v."s) Xi, X2, . . . , X,, we want to upper bound the upper tail probability Pr(X 2 a), where X 6 ~~="=,Xi, p 6 E[X], a = ~(1 + 6) and 6 > 0. For any fixed t > 0, E[etx] Pr(X >_ u) = Pr(etx 2 eat) 2 eat; by computing an upper bound u(t) on E[elx] and minimizing 2 overt > 0, we can upper bound Pi(X 2 u). The results of [8] and [ll] imply that if Xi E: [0, 11, then for 6 > 0, Pr(X 2 ~(1 + 6)) < F(n, p, 6) and that Pr(X 5 p( 1 -6)) 5 F(n, p, -S), where F(n, P> 6) t
(1 + (n-lf;61+6)) Yp(1+a)
A simple upper bound for F(n,p, 6) is G(,u, 6) k ( e)p (see, for example, [25] ); see [ll] and [3] for other upper bounds. When Xi, Xz, . . .,X, are binary, we construct a class of functions of X that includes the class {etX : t > 0) and do the minimization over this class, and discover that Xi, X2,. . ,X, need only be h(n, /I, S)-wise independent for a function h that will be defined in equation (2.3).
networks.
Finally, we combine the method of conditional probNotation.
If z is real and r is a positive integer, then (3 will denote, as usual, Z(r-1).i[2-r+1) with (:) k 1. We first E[X] ' (l + s)) 1 ea s d t o weak bounds. But when X is assume that Xi, X2, . . .X, are O-l independent r.v.'s the sum of random bits Xi, X2,. . . , X,, Lemma 2.1 and with Pr(Xi = 1) = pi, 1 5 i 2 n; the independence Corollary 2.1 imply that all the higher moments of X assumption will be relaxed later, and the results will be can be linearly generated by {E[Si(Xi, X2, . . , X,)] : extended to r.v.'s Xi with 0 < Xi 2 1, in Section 2.2. i = O,l,..., n}. Equivalently, they are also generated Let X G cy='=, Xi, and p & E[X] = Cy="=, pi. We want linearly by any n higher moments of X. good upper bounds on Pr(X 2 ~(1 + 6)), for 6 > 0. so, we now consider functions of the form Recall that ,tx = c;, tip. Consider x2, for in-~~='=,Yisi(Xl,Xz,...,X~) where Yo,YI~...~Y~ 2 0, instance. X2 = (Xi + X2 + ... + X,)2 = Cy="=, Xf + stead of restricting ourselves to those of the form etx, for 2 Cl<i1<i2<n xiXj = Cy="=, Xi + 2C15il<j2<n XiXj, some t > 0. Indeed, by Corollary 2.1, we will be considsince Xi" =--Xi for X; E (0, 1). Similarly, other higher ering a class of functions which includes the class {elx :
powers of the Xi's are unnecessary, implying that a t > 0). For any y = (ye, yi, . . , y,,) E %F+' and z = form simpler and more useful than functions of the form (a,%. . .z,) E P, define fy(z) G Cr="=, yiSi(z);. by {e tX : t > 0) might exist.
Corollary2.1,Vt>03yE?R~+':fY(Xi,X~,...,X,)= To formalize this, we de-etx fine, for z = (zi , ~2, . . . , zn) E ?JP , a family of sym-' Let a -~(1 + 6) b e assumed to be integral. (9) non-negative integers al, a2,. . . , amin(j,n). Note that the converse also is true; if z = Our goal now is to minimize this upper bound over (Zl,ZZ,. . .,&I) E 1% IIn, then for any j, j = (YO,Yl,. . . y,,) E %t'*. For this, note that ya+i, . . . , yn O,l,. .,n, V(Uc,. . .,Uj) E %jj+' 3(vc,. . .,Vj) E %jzj+' : must all be set to 0. Next, the r.h.s. above is minimized Cjzo uiSi(z) E C{,, wj(CF==, G-);. So, the two forms:
by setting yj = 1 if i = j* and 0 otherwise, where j* is polynomial of Cr==, zf and linear combination of the integer at which s,(pl p2 >"'7 P4/(4) is minimized, Sc(z),Si(z), . . .,Sn(z) are equivalent.
Note that if over the range i = 0, I', . . .', a. To get a better handle on Xl,... , X, are independent, then E[Si(Xi, . . . , X,)1 this minimum) we need is explicitly seen to be Si(pi,pz, . . . ,P,),' where pj = Pr(Xj = 1). Th is explains our preference for the Si's. of this also embeds the problem of attaining probability 1 -dn estimates in a space rich with algebraic structure and So, the r.h.s. of (2.2) is minimized at y = y*, where yi+ = 1 if i = i*, and 0 otherwise.
Hence, letting is better than any estimate based on the CH method, since we have considered a larger class of functions.
Also, the upper bound U2 (12,~, 6) on UI(~,PI,...,P~,~) is better than any such estimate which depends only on p and which is oblivious to the actual values of pr, pa, . . . , pn; this includes F(n,p, S) and G(p, 6). B u most importantly, note that these new t bounds will hold even if Xl,. . . ,X,, are only h(n, ,u, 6)-wise independent since for any k, E[Sk(Xr , . . . , Xn)] is the same for k-wise independent X1, . . . , X, as for independent X1, . . . , X, with the same individual distributions.
Since ~(1 + 6) 5 n, h(n, ,u, 6) 5 n; in typical algorithmic situations, h(n, p, 6) << n. This will be seen to be of great use later. U2(n, ,Q, S) is almost the same as F(n, ~1,s). Our results also imply upper tail boundsafor r.v.'s with smaller independence than h(n, p, 6). Pr(X > p(l+S)) 5 (;)(,~/n)"/("(','")), if the Xi's are k-wise independent for any k < h(n, /.A, 6). (2) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1, and (3) follows from (2) by considering the upper tail of c;zl(l -Xi), and by using upper tail bounds from
Pll. 0
As we will show in Theorem 2.5 in Section 2.3, bounds almost as good as G (,u, 6) and F(n, p, -6) hold with the much smaller independence k = bLs2], when s < 1. Then if Xl, X2,. . .,X, are k-wise independent for k 2 h(n, p, S), then Pr(X 2
. -, pn, 6) L Wn, k 6), for any s > 0.
Remark.
The methods of Section 2.1 were motivated by the fact that if X is the sum of n O-l random variables, then any n higher moments of X linearly generate all the higher moments of X. However, note that if X1,X2,..., X,, take arbitrary values in the interval [0, l] and if X = ~~='=, Xi, then such a result is not true. One interpretation of our result of this subsection is that it pinpoints the "crucial" higher moments of X. Note that if X = ~~="=, Xi where the Xi's are random bits, then (X -I!Z[X])~ is a linear combination of $ (X1,x2,. . .,X,), . . . , Sk(Xr,X2,. . .,X,), with some of the multipliers being negative. We derive good upper bounds on E[]X -E[X]]"], where X = ~~=I Xi, with the Xi's being k-wise independent r.v.'s which satisfy (Xi -E[Xi]) 5 1, yielding bounds that are better than those given by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.3, when k << h(n,p, 6) and 6 < 1. Also, the bounds of Theorem 2.5 for k-wise independent r.v.'s agree with the bounds often cited for independent Bernoulli trials. The proof of Theorem 2.4, is similar to Lemma 4.19 of [14] for identically distributed Xi and constant k, but our result is somewhat tighter even in the case of identically distributed Xi, especially if X has small variance. Related formulae, again based on the same method, but which are either weaker or handle special cases, are also given in [6, 18, 5, 20] . Proof. (SKETCH) We use the k-th moment inequality for even k:
Pr(IX-d>T)< E Kx -P)"l ,J,k ' Note that Theorem 2.4 establishes Chernoff-like bounds for bounded random variables with limited independence k, where k might even be much smaller than the deviation we wish to bound.
The proofs of parts (I) and (III) of Theorem 2.5 point out the relative merits of the basic method vs. its current redirection. The method of using non-negative linear combinations of the Si's gives better probability bounds when S 2 1; the formulation involving the kth moment inequality gives a much smaller bound on the amount of independence needed, when 6 < 1.
Some applications need probability estimates for exactly r successes when the probability of at least r successes is not too small. Theorem 2.6 shows when this can be done. It also provides relative errors, which can be useful for estimating conditional probabilities. Let p(r) = Pr(ciYi = r), and pk(r) = Prk(X = r), where the subscript k denotes the k-wise independent trials. Let P(r) = &v P(e), and pk(r) = Ce>r Pk(f). -'13] or 162pe-'/3J -1, depending on the parity of [S2pe-1/3], (Ib) holds. In part (II), we follow the same methods in part (,I), but set C = 6~ and k 2 [6,u/e't31, for (11~); in (Ilb) we set k = [S~/e'l"j or [6p/e1/3J -1, depending on the parity of [Sp/e'/"J.
In part (III), we reiterate the result of Theorem 2.2, combined with Theorem 2. Truncating the outer sum at e = k -r introduces an error bounded by the last term of the truncated sum.
Since the first k-r terms in the outer sum are the same for both fully and k-wise independent r.v.'s, IS small, say when pseudorandom integers are generated uniformly in the range [0, n] and a successful trial corresponds to just a few different values, e.g,, hashing [30, 37] , where p(0) x f. Thus even with small independence, such processes behaves "as expected" much of the time; i.e., even the conditional probabilities for k-wise independence are very close to those for full independence in many cases. A key point of Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 is that bounds as good as the CH bounds can be obtained with small independence. This implies, for any analysis that uses the CH bounds, weaker requirements on the random sources used. We now present some further computational applications of the new results.
2.4
Upper Tail Bounds for some other 3.1 Reduced randomness for randomized
Distributions algorithms
Suppose we have random bits Xi, X2,. . .,X,, with some arbitrary distribution. Let X = ~~=, Xi, and ~1 = E[X]. Then, the methods of Section 2.1 yield There are known constructions of r.v.'s with limited independence using a small number of random bits; see, for example, [12, 7, 1] . Combining these with our result on reduced independence for the CH bounds, we get a reduction in the amount of randomness used by several randomized algorithms without complicating the algorithm or increasing its complexity. THEOREM 2.7. Given n random bits X1,. . . ,X,, with X = Cy='=, Xi and ,u = E[X], suppose zj is an upper bound on E[Sj(Xl, X2,. . . , Xn)], j = 1,2,. . . , n. Then, if a = ~(1 + 6) for 5 > 0,
As an example of a distribution which benefits from the above, consider the self-weakening r.v. 's defined and used in [21] : random bits Xi,. . . , X, are defined to be self-weakening with parameter X if for all j and for all distinct indices Xi,, XiZ,. . . , Xij, EII$,Xic]
Al so, the applications sketched in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 use Theorem 2.7. Theorem 2.7 helps improve the known upper tail probability bounds for the hypergeometric distribution, a key source of selfweakening r.v.'s. Suppose n balls are picked at random without replacement from an urn containing M red balls and N -M balls of other colors. Let X be the number of red balls picked in the random sample, and let p -M/N.
Then for 6 > 0, a special case of a result of Hoeffding (see also [9] ) implies that Pr(X 2 np(1 + 6)) 5 F(n, np, 6). We strengthen this to 3.1.1
Reduced independence for random sam-
pling In random sampling, we have a huge finite universe U and a subset W c U, and we want to estimate the fraction f* = IWll~l~ G iven error parameters 6, E > 0, the simplest method used is to pick a random sample S of size N(6,e) from U and output the fraction estimates for independent sample points, one immediately gets that N(6, E) >_ 3(&-In($)) is sufficient. We can improve this to THEOREM 3.1. Given a universe U, a subset W c U, and error parameters 6,~ > 0, suppose a set S, composed of random 2pn( $)] -wise independent samples, is chosen from U. Then, if f* and f are the respective fractions of type W elements in U and S, and S 2 3( $ ln( f)), Pr( ]f* -f 1 > 6) 5 E will hold.
Proof. (SKETCH) Consider a randomized algorithm which looks at a random set of samples S from 17, and outputs the ratio f of type W elements in S. We now look at the properties of S which are required for the claim pr(]f* -f] 2 6) 5 E to hold. Let IS] = n. In the notation of Theorem 2.5, we want to claim that WIX -PI 2 S'P> 5 c, where p = E[X], X = nf and S' = S/f*. We apply Theorem 2.5 with X = f n and p = f+n, and choose k* consistent with (la) and (11~). This
gives Pr(]X -PI 2 6'~) 2 e+. It follows that it suffices to choose k' = 2pn( f)] , for Pr (IX -~1 > 6'~) 5 E to hold. Choosing IS] > 3($ In(t)) still suffices. 0
Theorem 2.4 also shows that with k-wise independent samples where k < 2 pn( $)] , & samples suffice. These results are especially useful when U is a field: any number of k-wise independent samples from U can then be generated from k independent random samples [12, 7] . Also, via weaker bounds on the kth moment, it has been independently shown in [5] that essentially the same bounds as those given in Theorem 3.1 can be obtained for random sampling; they also show how iterated sampling can be used to decrease the number of random bits, at the expense of a controlled increase in the sample size.
The above construction is not optimal with regards to the minimum number of random bits used. [13, 26, 35, 36] ). Given some interconnection network with N nodes and a permutation Q : {1,2 ,..., N} + {1,2 ,..., N}, the problem is to route a packet vi residing at each node i, to its destination u(i) so that the total time taken is small. Further, the routing must be oblivious in that the path PO(z) chosen for a packet 2 must be "independent" of the path PO(y) h c osen for any other packet y (see [22] for a precise definition). . We now follow the discussion of this from [25] . Assume FIFO queues at each edge, and that phase(I) routes vi from i to p(i) by "correcting" its bits from left to right assuming that the nodes of the hypercube are indexed by n bits, and that phase(I1) "carrects" bits right to left. It is shown in [25] 
use oc* 1% NI random bits and terminate in T steps with probability at least 1 -Q for any 0 < Q 2 1, and (2) use O(*) random bits and terminate in expected time at most T.
Proof. (SKETCH) Consider any packet vi; the probability that it takes more than T/2 steps in phase(I)
is at most Pr(Cy=i Hij 2 T/2 -log N). If the p(i)s are picked uniformly and in k-wise independent fashion, then the Hij are (k -1)-wise independent, while
EICjN_l Hij] 5 log N, as before. It follows from our discussion of Section 2.1 and from Lemma 2.3 that, if T > E[xy=i Hij], (i.e., if T > 4logN), then by picking k = %i$$gkq,, we can ensure that Pr(~~zI Hij > T/2 -log N) 5 &/(2N) holds. Arguing similarly for phase(I1) and summing up over all i, we get (1). For (2), we set Q = 1/(2N) and replace T by T -1 in (1).
For any k, k-wise independent p(i)s can be generated from k log N random bits [7] . Hence, we get bounds that match those of [22] . ing problem is as follows: given n jobs, m machines and a sequence of operations for each job where each operation is assigned to a specific machine, construct a schedule to run the jobs so that the time taken to process all the jobs is minimized, subject to: (i) the operations of each job must be done in sequence; (ii) no operation of any job running on any machine can be preempted till it is completed, and (iii) a machine can process at most one operation at a time. One of the results of [15] tackles a special case of this problem; the general case is handled in [31] . Both these papers give polynomial-time algorithms to produce good approximations to an optimal schedule.
Let Pi be the total time needed for job Ji, and let P maz = maxiE [l,,] Pi.
Let IIj be the total time for which machine Mj is needed, and let Hmaz = maziE [l,m] Hi. Before a schedule is constructed in [31], a pseudoschedule S is constructed wt$ch temporarily assumes that each machine can work on upto D operations simultaneously, where D > 1 depends on the input instance; S is later used to construct an actual schedule. The only step where randomization is used in [31] is during the construction of the pseudo-schedule and is as follows. A random delay di E { 1,2, . . . , II,,,} is assigned for each job Ji. Suppose that the sequence of operations of job Ji are Oa,l, . . .Oi,ri, and that operation Oi,,. takes time ti,,; then, in S, job Ji is scheduled to start at time d; and runs to completion without interruption, i.e., operation Oi,, starts at time di + c;l:
ti,e. As shown in [15, 31] , if the di's are generated uniformly and independently, then with high probability, every machine at every unit of time will have (a congestion of) at most D(n, mmax ) f c . .e jobs scheduled on it for some constant c, where mmaz is the maximum number of operations in any job. This step is then derandomized to deterministically compute initial delays leading to a congestion bound of O(log(n . mmao)). Linear programming is used for the derandomization, making this step the bottleneck. This step is sped up in [23, 34] . Here, by combining our methods of Section 2.4 with the method of conditional probabilities ([24,33] ), we get a better congestion bound of D(n, mmaz) as opposed to the previously known O(log(n . mmaz)) bound, with an algorithm which is more direct than the ones of [23, 34] , while having time complexities comparable to theirs. for any fixed 6 > 0 can be computed in NC [6, 18, 19] , where A 2 maxil,S'il. Using the ideas of Section 2.1, we can prove 
